October 12, 2012
New – Graduate Foundations Named Option in Economics MS
Discontinued – Economics MA
Discontinued – Air Resources Management Graduate Certificate

November 9, 2012
Suspended – Medical Microbiology and Immunology MS

December 14, 2012
Discontinued – Cooperative Program with UW-Oshkosh Named Option in Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis MS
Discontinued – Business: Information Systems MBA
Discontinued – Business: Accounting MBA
Discontinued – Strategic Management in the Life and Engineering Sciences Named Option in Management and Human Resources MBA
Suspended – Quantitative Finance Named Option in Business: Finance, Investment and Banking MS
New – Wisconsin Idea Executive PhD Cohort Named Option in Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis PhD
New – Global Higher Education Named Option in Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis MS

February 8, 2013
New – Foundations of Advanced Studies Named Option in Mathematics MA
Discontinued – Laboratory Quality Management Capstone Certificate

March 8, 2013
Rename – Limnology and Marine Science MS, PhD and Doctoral Minor to Freshwater and Marine Sciences
New – Nursing Care of Children with Chronic Conditions in Schools Capstone Certificate
Discontinue – Family and Consumer Journalism MS and Doctoral Minor

April 12, 2013
New – Computer Sciences for Professionals Capstone Certificate
New – Professional Program Named Option in Computer Sciences MS
Discontinued – Rehabilitation Psychology MA
Discontinued – Special Education MA

May 10, 2013
New – Clinical Nutrition Capstone Certificate
New – Clinical Nutrition – Dietetic Internship Capstone Certificate
New – International Politics and Practice Capstone Certificate